


The Faithful and 
The Fact-Mongers | 

_ by Joel Lieber 

"They couldn’t have found a more appropriate place 
er The Great Debate than Manhattan Center. Site of 

ny boxing matches, it was an arena well accustomed 
the ineffectual jab, the foul blow, the rowdy, jeering 
wds. On October 19, the featured match was between 
battling challenger, Mark Lane, chairman of the Citi- 
s’ Committee of Inquiry, and the wise old cham- 
mn, the Dallas destroyer, Melvin Belli. 
As advertised on the CCI’s tickets the battle was 

ring fought over the question, “Lee Harvey Oswald— 
ilty or Innocent?” (Or was the fight over another 

‘as the CCI ads in the previous day’s newspapers 
claimed ?) 

hichever, both men were in top form: title-holder 
elli defending Oswald’s guilt and upholding the War- 
en Report, and Lane affirming Oswald’s innocence and 
qarging Warren Commission fraudulence. a 

he champion, Belli, who weighed in wearing black 
yening dress, was florid-faced and silver-headed: a 
vyweight. The challenger, Lane, was younger, 

ght: a light-heavy at most. 
ane was fresh from a series of spectacular exhi- 

tions both here and on the continent and he was a 
‘3 crowd-getter. (The purse from Lane’s solo lectures 

ssed $25,000, according to the CCI.) But Lane had 
ver confronted an ‘opponent like Belli: it remained 
be seen what he could do against a champion. 
The syndicate backing the challenger was over- 
elmed’ by the turnout. Manhattan Center (which 

nts for $1,300 a night) was jammed solid, at $1.50, 
00° and $5.00 a seat; 3,500 were seated .and -500, 
id the CCI, were turned away at the gates. It was 

rly a youngish crowd, no question of that. There 
ye plenty of middle-aged citizens, to: be sure, and 
en some of the interested elderly, among them not a 
w trade union people who knew the Center from its 
rmer days of go-get-’em trade union. rallies. 

utside on the sidewalk, on 34th Street, fiery young 
ris attacked the converging fans, hawking the Work- 
$ World, screaming the 4-page newspaper’s banner 

Headline, “Warren Commission Report.a WHITE- 
YASH.” For 10¢, the curious were given a preview 

; “Lane’s' criticism of the Warren report: the paper’s 
| ges 2 and 8 were entirely given over to Lane’s 
harges and on page 2 itself a box decried the Report 

the “Worst Cover-Up Since Reichstag Fire!” : 
A few. seemed shocked and shied away from the 
yer-hawkers, regarding them disgustedly as if they 
e lepers. The truly eager snapped the papers up 
even supplemented their reading by grabbing Pro- 
sive Labor, whose lead stories had a similar ring, 
whose vendors lacked the’ boisterous salesmanship 

estion entirely—“Was Oswald the Lone Assassin?” | 

"were dispelled when the contestants were introduced: 

skier, similarly tuxedoed, but at heart a middle- - 

6.5 rifle, then an entrance wound to the throat can 

ne f at ase 

} Mark: atie’s éstimony “Before ‘the 
on; a book by Melvin Belli, Dallas 

Justice, printing-press-fresh and coincidentally enough, 
published by David McKay that very morning; piles of 
The Minority of One; and mounds of the National 
Guardian. a 

_ Refreshments were conspicuously lacking, and in: 
view of the potential for commercial exploitation, it’s 
a wonder that the Barton candy company didn’t get 
into the act with their latest official offering: in their. 
chain stores they recently started selling a 10¢ milk 
chocolate disk, showing a chocolate profile of Presidetit, 
Kennedy, “1917 - 1963” on one side, and Barton’s Bop- 
bonniere $25 (?) on the other side, the entire item : 
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prettily wrapped in gold foil. . Bi 
~ Promptly at 8:10 feet-stamping and. rhythmic clap- 
ping broke out. fi, 

Moderator William Kunstler took to the podium and 
hushed the anxious crowd. He announced that the bat 
tle would be fought along classic debate lines: the 
challenger would fire the opening salvo, the champion 
gets last licks—40 minutes for Lane, then 40 minutés | 
for Belli’s case, and a 10-minute Lane rebuttal f6 
lowed by a 10-minute Belli rebuttal. 

Any doubts as to whom the crowd came out to see 

a mighty roar went up for the challenger—and a con-. 
servative, respected applause paid tribute, to the out- 
of-town champion. Abruptly, throughout the prize fight 
arena, the young lawyers and law students stopped 
whispering about jurisprudence. They had come to sae 
how a master practitioner handled an upstart. Ea 

The bell rang, and Lane came out of his corner t 
Bad the podium. ; " 

Lane didn’t waste a second. He waded right in, last 
ing out with blows to the head and blows to the heart. 
He quoted Bertrand Russell (“Faith means having 'a 
firm belief in something for which there is no evi- 
dence’), he: discredited the Warren Commission as 
being stacked with reactionaries, he berated the closed» 
door secret appreach to gathering information, and hé 
charged that since it wouldn’t permit a defense counsel 
to plead Oswald’s innocence, the Commission was sus 
pect from the very start. 3 

The challenger fired salvo after salvo: implications 
of the mix-up over the rifle identification; Mrs. Hill: 
and Mrs. Norman, standing. opposite Kennedy’s car 
who said that more than three shots were fired and. 
that they came from the grassy knoll; the bullets really 
being fired from in front of the car because the doé- 
tors first said the throat wound was an entrance wound; 
the innuendo of chicanery as the federal pathologists 
later developed the wound-from-the-rear theory. Fok 

- “If a German Mauser can suddenly become an Italian 

conveniently become an exit wound,” Lane flurried in'a - 
burst of vehement sarcasm. yy 
The crowd loved it. Laughing and cheering, the spec- 

tators hollered and clapped ‘their approval of Lane’s’ 
oratorical device. ; Re 

Proofs were introduced. He cited how a sharpshooter: 
in the American Rifle Association told him that thé 
alleged murder weapon could not fire three shots in’: 



‘g-bame ‘hinter Rober cok sata ONG ESTAS 
We fer Johnson, “the Rhodesian rifle champion who 
coule hit a bird at 700 yards,” told him that the 

Iexed murder rifle couldn’t hit anything. 
e law students snickered. Even the faithful crowd 

sed to withhold its enthusiasm for something more 
stantial. 
ane, mixing jabs and round-houses, unleashed blows 
every direction: he discredited the testimony of 

Yward Brennan, the steamfitter who had seen Oswald 

th he discredited the Warren Commission for re- 
ng to acknowledge Mr. Frazier’s testimony when 
said the paper bag was cupped between Oswald’s 

ind and his armpit. 
ouise Markham, the only known witness to the 
rder of Tippet, was portrayed as inconsistent in 

; story about Oswald’s bushy-hairedness and yet the 
mission could find her “a reliable witness.” 
e mocked the Commission’s reliability, ticking off 

at he considered flagrant inconsistencies. And what 
pput the mysterious woman witness Lane claimed to 

e on tape who said the Dallas Police told her, “You’d 
biter not ever tell your story to anyone. The murderers 
President Kennedy are still here in Dallas.” And 

y did the Commission never consult certain “wit- 
ses”: the Dallas News reporters who heard “ear- 
itting” shots from behind them on the grassy knoll; 
woman who called the ambulance for Tippit, and 
husband who saw a man in a long coat jump into 
rey car. and drive off (for a detailed account see 

he New Leader, Oct. 12). . 
The New York Times called it the most, massive 
ective work in history,” cried Lane. “Yes, on the 

PH ails of Oswald’s sexual relations with his wife, but 
igt on the facts that prove his guilt... .We are going 

. continue to ask questions,” he roared. 
ound one was over and Lane, impetuous, fleet- 

oted, sometimes too fast to follow at all, sat down as 
cheering crowd affirmed that he had told them what 

ney came to hear. 
The defending champion took over. Right from the 
art he showed the style with which he has toppled 
he mighty, from insurance companies to the AMA. 
ervescent, blessed with a rich, dramatic voice, Belli 

uld have been an aging matinee idol. But he had one 
pre skill that. took him way beyond. the matinee idol: 

lli was a logician par. excellence. 
He challenged the fundamental precept of Lane’s 

[rgument, unspoken by Lane himself but intimated 
every step of the way. The recital of fouls: trials, 
thots-from-the-grassy-knoll theory, trickery with the 

“ghanging rifles, the unstable testimony of Mrs. Mark- 
m and Mr. Brennan, the sharpshooters, doctor’s 

utopsy reports, scientific data, 25,000 FBI interviews. 
SB sked Belli: can one seriously believe that an ulterior 
motive was involved in all this? 

That, declared Belli, is what Lane would have the 

re we then? Mark Lane said there was no ‘conspiracy. ” 
To this there came. shouts of no, no from the audi- 

did, -a few moments before, distinctly say tha 
think there was a conspiracy. But such a detail gel 
easily befogged since Lane and some of his supportél 
don’t see eye-to-eye on everything: the Workers Worl. 
being sold outside the Center stated categorically “an 
its page 1 Whitewash story, “It is [these] inconsistey- 
cies and contradictions ... that inescapably lead to th 
conclusion that a broad conspiracy of ultra-rightigt, : 
politiicans, extreme racists, and militarists was. -respolie 
sible for the assassination.” 

Belli, displaying his classical gifts in ripples of rhes 
toric and flourishes of arm-waving, jumped into the 
overwhelming welter of detailed, scientific evidence 
Contrary to documented proof, Oswald denied he owned ; 
a rifle or that he ordered one under an assumed namé. 
And what was Oswald doing in the movie theatee i 
that hour when he should have-been working? What, 
was the bus transfer doing in his pocket? Why e 
the $170 and the wedding ring left at home? What. 
about the threads from Oswald’s shirt stuck in the oun 

‘barrel? What about Oswald’s palm prints on the bog 
cartons at the 6th floor window? And the brow 
threads from the garage blanket under which Mari 
said her husband kept the rifle? £ 

Visual recollection at an excited moment is subjec 
te outine a error and rumor, Belli counseled. But th 

every way: that is precision, that is"fact, 
It’s the old lesson from your sociology ‘class all ov 

again, Belli told the crowd. A man runs into the class ; 
room, knocks over an inkwell, raps twice on a certaj{ 
desk, and runs out again. And when the students tr 
to write down what they saw, what the man looked like 
and what he did, you get a whole gamut of vere 
‘eyewitness’ reports. : 

But because one or two people claim ‘they heard sho 
from the grassy knoll is no reason to jump to concli 
sions. He challenged his audience: how many times, 
have you heard a car back-fire outside and turn aroun 
trying to figure out which direction it came fro 
Echoes, ricocheting sounds: you can’t know for sur. 
“Human recollection is unreliable.” We know thig.. 

But scientific evidence, circumstantial proof—this: {s 
something else. The cartridges found near Tippets 
body that match the pisto] found on Oswald. The tr 

‘jectory of the bullet. Oswald’s handwriting’ on the OP=. 
der forms for the guns. 

Belli drew on his experience: “T have seen men con: 
victed of murder on far, far less than the tremendous . 

circumstantial proof that ties Oswald to the two slay- - 
ings.” There is overwhelming evidence to convict Of- 
wald under the standard criteria, “beyond a reasonable : 

doubt and to a moral certainty.” Moreover, he said, I’ve. 
never seen any case where some witnesses didn’t come 

forth with a rumor or two. After all, no murder cage 
is air-tight. 

- This combination of punches brought mild appla 
from the respectful law students. EB 

. Still, even.an old pro like the champion can misju ize 
where to throw his knockout punch. It was a seriously 

point-losing miscalculation when he said, “Oswald was 

f 7 
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Belli said that, all things 

Fougher and more bearded * 

Someone from the Dalla 
pher at the interrogatio: 

‘house was 2,700 strong). 
‘plan to go through this 

i 

that Marina was the 

jan item that fostered 
jfact is that Marina’s 
itizen, died when she 

eeds of the evening would 
e investigation; Belli, dis 

ich he is famous, said his. 

mt a percentage of the gate) 
pocket. ” 

estionably won the debate. 

“rational and heavily docv- 

e that night the challenger 
&S of the wild, round-house 

rtact that his gloves were so 

laying the franknes 
ive of the pr oceed, “And the rumor that a j 

cat stopped to talk to Rul 

dgn’t tolerate police-killetas 
; said, “Where I came from, fd lynch him.” Did such ; 
lacconversation take place ?“Mpybe. But does it neces- *! 
sarily mean there was a ee : ; 

fell Seharged, “How many of putehes he threw and 
vetnber 23, ‘If I could get + often empty. 2 
d<kill him?’” Were they ‘ér those few who cam 

fficer with a girl in his 
e street and said, “We 

2 Dallas.” And the girl “To the logician, B 
fis approach was 

‘Into the debate open-minded, 
" Lane was seen to show an utter disregard for the facts’ 

Don't put your stock in rumors. Don’t make wild . of the Warren Report: His once highly valued good 
géneralizations. Remember the $170 on the dresser, the .séhse and reasoned judgment continually gave way to 
Hreads in the gun stock, the prints on the carton, the fancy and astonishingly exaggerated implications of 
cartridges. minor inconsistencies. ; 

“Tf you will believe in facts for your verity, you will Of Lane’s 20 basic charges, only 2 or 3 can stand up .: 
_ and them here. x you are going” to Relieve’ rumors, not under | close serutiny : the strange lack of tape recorder » 

a foe Relenctatetetiaccaceee coer MP 
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“Bfetrict Attortiey , 
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no brief with the Dalla 

‘ ruffled and upset by the ci 

| that he didn’t get any fegeyy i BL, Secret Service, scidit : 

book would make up for the ; : re lying, that all the { ttions and all the men are 

--But he was never off 8 eEOY . ying ? i ‘th ah then the struggle is with” 
the human heart, its capaby LOU 

elies. “You can make a caggg way. The Left says%irr'A powerful punch, ances 
1 the Right did it, and thexBigMt:says the Left did it.{3.2¢Hé' blow landed with ith ; 

A retorts to each othe 

Yes, Avia ane returned for hi 
There IS a 

“Last Thanksgiving, whilejtm fica was sitting home 
with mournful turkey dint Wapd the ghost of John 
F. Kennedy, President Joli vent on television and 

announced that he had wor 
the governor of Florida ta 

Canaveral to Cape Kenned¥ 
“i. “Since then, Cape Kennedy een a name used all 

* over the world—except on-§ es of Aviation Week 
Ni & Space Technology, the ¥ irculation magazine 
“Ww -of the aerospace industry. ¢ 

..Exactly one week after mber 2nd eulogy to 

JFK by Aviation Week edit SHert B. Hotz, the Me 

Graw-Hill magazine noted 3 onymous Washing 

ton Round-Up that “many’* Hoians were complain- | 

ing to their Senators abot ason’s “high-handed” * 
name change with its “ex! fuzzy” legal basis. 

‘s At no time, then or no¥® . 

come right out and said it ; like Cape Kennedy. #7 he said he saw a stenog: 
It simply kept its Cape Ca dateline and its Cape Ys  Oswald’s testimony re- 
Canaveral Bureau staff box = Jelised? Or isn’t it cons Hever, with the case put fortt 

- Soon, readers’ comments : i “How can we have 3 n the police, the FBI a1 

| fill up the Letters page. Th i =) ey: do things like that? 

in support of the Aviation i i : fi i d. a fe faithfully. 
that the Cape Canaveral na : iti fe-gover picture of Oswald hol 
dating back to ancient Spa N j 
its first rockets during t hower Administra- 
tion. (“How would you li hometown renamed - 

Kennedydale?” was one qu ; ; : 

In later weeks the Lett 1 

anced, and even more preoggiHigg, with the Cape con- enter. He was row 
troversy. For a week at th January, the battle- percuts, swinging recke by wide and the hell with. 
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ground shifted to Idlewild-Keé 'y International Air- elegraphing the punches and leaving himself wide 
port. Aviation Week was attgel for not acknowledg- pen. 

ing that change either, but,gif editorial note on the ~’ French scientists studied - the Life picture and told. 
ecried. He flashed an image age explained that the boycott “the Kennedy Airport me it was a composite, Fs posite, 

’ “else can the shadow fall name was a printer’s mistake: - on the screen. Look,: 

Finally, on March 28rd, Aviation Week made its big straight under his noséz@fid then slant behind him, 
move. Former Cape Canaveral Bureau Chief George down at his feet. Lane fmoned up other such docu-- 
Alexander had his territory expanded into a Florida mentation: an inconclusive dnd incoherent tape of Mrs. 
Bureau, and his stories are now datelined: Cocoa _ Hall’s viewpoint, slide-projected affidavits of paraffin, 
Beach, Fla. test results that agreed with the Warren Report find-, 

Aviation Week is obviously determined to let John F. ings. 

Kennedy rest in peace. Marina was held incommunicado for nine weeks, 

an —D. F. LAND given a lawyer by the Secret Service, and then reversed, 
‘ a 

nee _ ce Her’ statétrents of the first 48 hours ‘wheii she said her 



“or court stenographer at the Oswald interrogations, 
and the two or. three seemingly important witnesses 
who were not questioned or contacted by the Warren 
Commission. These are valid and deserve reckoning 
with. 

-.. But it seems unlikely that former New York «Assem- 
blyman Mark Lane will give them any more attention ‘than the subject of whether or not Mrs. Markham said 
Oswald was bushy-haired and short. (And once and 

| for all, even if she did say short, Oswald’s 5'8” ig not 
exactly tall, and he had certainly been doing a lot of 
running so his hair could certainly have taken on a 

* bushy appearance.) Lane will probably go on about the 
doctored rifle, the switching cf the rifles, and the testi- 
mony of Robert Ruark’s Rhodesian rifle champion. 

He seems destined to discredit his cause when he continues to deliberately distort facts and evidence to 
suit his own needs, as he did at the debate. (There 
weren’t but three riflemen, as Lane charged, who tested ' the murder’ weapon, and missed several shots, but 
rather many experts who evaluated the rifle, fired 100 
rounds with it, and rang up perfect and near-perfect 
Scores. The experts, cited in great detail in the report, 
testified that the rifle was an 
rapidly and accurately. Dragging in the likes of Robert 
Ruark is equivalent to citing Paul Bunyan as an un- 
impeachable sou 
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Spiracy based on the flimsiest evidence, involving liter- | 
ally thousands of people. an: And to what avail? If Oswald is innocent, as Lane 
believes, then what? Who else? After the debate, the 
executive director of the CCI noted that part of its ; 

-, continuing investigation involved “watching certain | 
: Zroups in Dallas,” but that thus far they have no evi- 
dence ineriminating another party. The tone is serious, 
Sincere, and the style uncomfortably familiar: the § patriotic red-hunting groups also take their case to the ‘American people, and in all their years of verbal Com- 
munist-hunting and conspiracy-mongering, they too, it 
is‘worth noting, have uncovered next to nothing. 

The lack of good judgment that Lane displayed in his 
obsession over Carlino*® has apparently found an outlet 
in a nationwide 
“man, following out the CCI’s purpose, “conducting an 
independent investigation ... and making the results 
known as publicly as possible.’ But to others, Lane is 
putting on a sideshow, packing in the crowds, loving 
their attention and delighting in having such endorsers 
as Dick Gregory and Bertrand Russell. 

No one can know Lane’s motivations, but his ap- 
proach seems confoundedly, embarrassingly sincere. 
One almost wishes, for Lane’s sake, that he wasn’t 
sincere. 
That he is now clearly playing on the emotions of the 

*Several years ago, after he had won many admirers for his backing of liberal causes, then-Assemblyman Lane ae- cused the N.Y. State Speaker of the Assembly, Joseph Car- lino, of being involved in pay-offs on an impending fallout : shelter-building program. The charges could not be proved, ° and, instead of dropping them once the shelter issue sub- sided, Lane continued pursuing Carlino. As a result, Lane lost many of his followers who thought he exercised poor 
pursuit ef Carlino. 

Judgment in his obsessive 

cause. To some Lane is a respectable & 
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crowd is evident to anyone who sees him. That he is developing his own dangerous brand of liberal dema- . goguery is also clear. And, sadly enough, it is also clear : that the type of audience who applauds his plot-imply- : ing, simplistic generalization is guilty of the same : mistakes as the most extreme followers of the Right. 
However, the people shall judge, so don’t take any of 

this on faith. 
For the faithful as well as the faithless, and even 

for those whose motivations for pursuing the presi- 
dential murder can’t seem to get beyond mere contempt 
for the police and the FBI, the Warren Report 800-page 
citation is here to be read. 

Belli’s “no more of this for me” 
wouldn’t make the scheduled return 
sity of Nevada. But the calendar was fully booked for 
Lane’s continuing performances. He could be seen 
shortly at Cornell, Yale, Rutgers, CCNY, Queens Col- 
lege, in Canada, and on the West Coast. At the end of 
November, he went to Europe where, in appearances 
sponsored by newspapers and student 
was quite likely to duplicate the crowd 

probably meant he 

s he brought: in 
g in Florence, Milan, Rome, Paris and 

All of these aforesaid a 
hibition bouts, where Spectators can observe Lane feinting, hooking, jabbing and, so to speak, shadow 
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